


































PAPER CONE PRODUCTION LINE

SALIENT FEATURES

AUTOMATIC PAPER CONE MAKING MACHINE WITH ONLINE DRIER

High performance machine with output up to 55 cones per minute @100% efficiency

For standard cone tapers such as 9 DEG 15’, 5 DEG 57’,  4 DEG 20’ & 3 DEG 30’ etc.,

Unique Patented Gripper Winding system which ensures minimum process wastage 

with less power impact

Finger Touch Paper Reel Loader

Easy Reel Shifter

Reel Tensioning Devices

Rapid setting and size changeover facility

Latest type glue applicator

Waste paper exhaust system

Online Printer for precise single or multicolour  Printing with great flexibility of standard 

designs as shown in the colour chart.

Drier can be heated with multiple source of energy such as coal or firewood or gas or 

steam or electric or thermic heating with automatic energy saving device.

Inner logo printer (Optional)



PAPER CONE PRODUCTION LINE

COLOURS AND PATTERNS

Online Printer for precise single or multicolour  Printing with great flexibility of standard designs as shown in the colour chart.
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PAPER CONE PRODUCTION LINE

All integrated finishing operations performed by a single machine automatically

Automatic feeding of  unfinished cones

Nosing (Top Curling)

Nose end lubrication

Bottom burnishing

Notching device to punch thread guide notch

Grooving at the base

Surface velvet finishing

Automatic stacking of finished cones

Output : Upto 55 cones per minute 

AUTOMATIC PAPER CONE FINISHING MACHINE (TWIN INDEX)

SALIENT FEATURES
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PAPER CONE PRODUCTION LINE

PATTERN DEVELOPING MACHINE (JAPANESE MODEL)

Highly versatile to cut patterns for cone tapers 5°57’, 4°20’, 3°30’ etc

Maximum output : 100 patterns/minute

Automatic paper feeding and edge grinding

Rapid changeover between conicities

Online printer for precision printing with great flexibility

Inner logo printer (Optional)

SALIENT FEATURES
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PAPER CONE PRODUCTION LINE

Glue coating thickness adjustable

Uniform coating on both sides of cone pattern

Single revolution synchronized clutch

Pneumatic air ejection system

Faster interchange of sizes

SALIENT FEATURES

GLUEING MACHINE AND PAPER CONE WINDERS 
( SEMI - AUTOMATIC)

GLUEING  MACHINE

PAPER CONE WINDER
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PAPER CONE PRODUCTION LINE

SALIENT FEATURES

PAPER CONE FINISHING MACHINE (MULTI PROCESS)

Base cutting, grooving, bull nosing, velvet finishing and automatic 

counting cum nesting operations done in a single machine

Easy interchangeability of mandrels and abrasive belts

Automatic indexing of cones as per operational sequence

Bull nosing pressure, cutting depth and nosing axis – all 

adjustable independently

Versatile to finish various cone tapers viz., 3°20’, 4°20’, 5°57’ etc

Mechanism to disengage cutting knife when no cone is in mandrel to improve life of mandrel and knife

No Velvet finishing when no cone is in mandrel thus increasing the life of emery belt

No air ejection when no cone is in mandrel to save compressed air.



https://www.facebook.com/sodaltechcbe
https://twitter.com/sodaltechcbe
http://www.linkedin.com/in/sodaltechcbe
https://plus.google.com/+Sodaltech
https://vimeo.com/sodaltech/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/sodaltech/videos

